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Hornaday, William T. *Camp-fires On Desert ... Lave.*


Lessing, Erich. *The Voyages Of Ulysses...Classic.*

Eide, Ingvard H., ed. *American Odyssey... Clark.*


Mavor, William. *An Historical Account Of...Period.* Volumes VIII and XII.

Benson, E.F. *Ferdinand Magellan.*

Maundervile, John. *The Voiage And Travaile ... Countryes.*

Miller, Hugh. *The Cruise Of The Betsey... Hebrides*

Mitchell, J. Leslie. *Hanno, Or The ... Exploration.*
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Books, Travel (cont.)

Moseley, H.N. *Notes By A Naturalist... 1872-1876.*

Box 133

Nansen, Fridtjof. *Farthest North... Johansen.* Volumes I and II.

Marcy, Randolph B. *The Prairie Traveler ... Pacific.*

Nicol, John *The Life And Adventures ... Himself.*

Noble, Sam. *Sam Noble, Able Seaman ... Seventies.*

de la Peyrouse, M. *A Voyage Round The ... Peyrouse.*

Nordhoff, Charles. *Stories of The Island World.*


*A Description of Pitcairn's Island ... Mutineers.*

Rafinesque, C.S. *A Life Of Travels ... Edition.*

Rasmussen, Knud. *Across Artic America ... Expedition*

Rugoff, Milton, ed. *The Great Travelers ... Present.* Volumes I and II.

Skinner, Constance L. *Pioneers Of The Old ... Ground*

Severin, Timothy. *The African Adventure ... Continent.*
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Squier, E. George. *Peru Illustrated.*

Packard, J.F. *Stanley And The Congo... Packard.*
Box 134

Books, Travel (cont.)

Stansbury, Howard. *Exploration And Survey ... Mountains.*

Stansbury, Howard. *Map Of The Great Salt Lake ... Stansbury.*

Tomlinson, H.M. *The Foreshore of England... Ensign.*

Tomlinson, H.M. *Gifts Of Fortune ... Travel.*

Tomlinson, H.M. *Old Junk.*

Triana, S. Perez. Down The *Orinoco In A Canoe.*

Trumbull, Henry D. *History Of The Discovery ... West ward, Etc.*

Waterton, Charles. *Wanderings In South America... 1824.*


Weigall, Arthur E.P. Travels *In The ... Deserts.*

Caras, Roger A. *North American Mammals ... Canada.*

Box 135

Truex, Raymond C. Detailed *Atlas Of The ... Neck.*

Turner, Ann W. *Vultures.*

Scientific American. Human *Variation... Evolution.*

Barnes, Clare, Jr. John F. *Kennedy Scrimshaw Collector.*


Willey, Basil. *Darwin And Butler ... Evolution.*

Fournier-Aubry, Fernand. *Don Fernand ... Aubry.*
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Books, Travel (cont.)

Hofstadter, Richard. *Social Darwinism ... 1860-1915.*

Schultz, Gwen. *Ice Age Lost.*

Bell, P.R., ed. *Darwin's Biological Work... Reconsidered.*

Linderman, Frank B. *Old Man Coyote (Crow).*

Box 136

Books, Folio Editions


Osborn, Henry F. *Proboscidea, A Monograph ... World.* Volume I, Maeritherioidea.
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Osborn, Henry F. (ibid.) Volume II, Stegodontoidea

Warren, John C. *The Mastodon Gigantens ... America.*


*Journal Of The Academy Of Natural Sciences Of Philadelphia, Volume VII.*

Box 138

Books, Works by Loren Eiseley

Eiseley, Loren. *All The Night Wings.*
Books, Works by Loren Eiseley (cont.)

Eiseley, Loren. *All The Strange Hours* ... Life. 2 hardback edition, 3 paperback edition.

Eiseley, Loren. *Another Kind Of Autumn.*


Eiseley, Loren. *Darwin's Century... It.*

Eiseley, Loren. (ibid.) First Edition.

Eiseley, Loren. (ibid.)


Eiseley, Loren. (ibid.) Third printing.


Eiseley, Loren. (ibid.) Seventh edition.

Eiseley, Loren. (ibid.)

Eiseley, Loren. (ibid.) in paper-back.


Eiseley, Loren. *The Night Country ... Man.*

Eiseley, Loren. (ibid.) Tenth Edition.
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Books, Works by Loren Eiseley (cont.)
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Eiseley, Loren. (ibid.) Sixth Edition.

Eiseley, Loren. *El Firmamento Del Tempo [The Firmament Of Time]*.

Eiseley, Loren. *De Onberekenbare Kosmos [The Unexpected Universe]*.

Eiseley, Loren. *El Immenso Viaji ... Naturalista [The Immense Journey]*.

Eiseley, Loren. *Il Secolo Di Darwin... Scorprirono [Darwin's Century...]*.

Eiseley, Loren. *L'Univers Inattendu [The Unexpected Universe]*.

Eiseley, Loren. *Von De Entstehung ... Menschen [The Unexpected Universe]*.

Eiseley, Loren. *0 Universo Inesperado [The Unexpected Universe]*.

Eiseley, Loren. *(The Firmament Of Time)*. Arabic edition.

Eiseley, Loren. *(The Immense Journey?)*
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**Books, Works by Loren Eiseley (cont.)**

Eiseley, Loren. [*The Immense Journey*]. Urdu Edition.


Eiseley, Loren. [*The Firmament Of Time*]. Korean edition.

Eiseley, Loren. [*The Firmament Of Time*]

**Choukoutien Material**

Hood, Dora. *Davidson Black.*

Black, Davidson. *On A Lower Molar... Sinica.*

Young, Chung-Chien. *On The Insectivora... Choukoutien.*

Young, C.C. *Palaeontologia Sinica ... Choukoutien.* Two copies.

Pei, W.C. *Palaeontologia Sinica ... Choukoutien.*


Teilard De Chardin, P. (ibid.) New Series D, No. 9, Whole Series 120.

Black, Davidson. *Preliminary Notice Of... Chou Kou Tien.*

Weidenreich, Franz. Six *Lectures On ... Problems.*
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Pei, Wen C. *Palaeontologia Sinica ... Choukoutien.* New Series D., No. 9.

Black, Davidson. *On The Discovery...London.*

Weidenreich, Franz. The *Skull of... Skull.*

Weidenreich, Franz. The *Extremity Bones ... Pekinensis.*
Choukoutien Material (cont.)

Weidenreich, Franz. The *Dentition Of... Hominids*. Volumes I and II.

Weidenreich, Franz. The *Mandibles Of... Sinica*.

Breuil, Henri. *Palaeontologia Sinica ... Site*.

[The following Choukoutien Material is listed in a different section of the Ring-binder finding aid.]


Hu, H. H. “A Preliminary Survey of the Forest Flora of Southeastern China,” ...from the Biological Lab of the Science Society of China (1926)


Choukoutien Material

[The following Choukoutien Material is listed in a different section of the Ring-binder finding aid.] (cont.)


Sinathropus illustrations

Sinathropus Casts: invoices, related material

[The following item is listed in the Ring-binder finding aid without location.]

Oversize Book: The Notebooks and Drawings of Louis I. Kahn/Wurman and Feldman